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Plover  (hiaticula)  was  usually  present  on  the  mud-
flats of  the  river  in  small  groups  of  4 or  5 birds  and

occasionally  up  to  about  a dozen  or  so.
It  is  very  interesting  to  note  from  Table  1 that  all

the  sightings  of  this  species  have  been  in  the  four
months  from  January  to  April,  although  I have  a
doubtful  record  of  it  on  2nd  September  1984.  The
earliest  recorded  date  of  the  hiaticula  in  Madras  was
on  2nd  January  (1983)  and  the  last  on  29th  April  (also
in  1983).

The  water  level  of  the  Adyar  river  is  quite  high
between  the  months  of  May  and  October  and  the
sandbars  and  mudflats  remain  inundated  during  this
period,  depriving  the  Ringed  Plover  of  its  favourite
habitat.  I presume  that  this  is  perhaps  the  reason
why  I have  not  been  able  to  record  hiaticula  here
earlier  in  the  season.  The  sandbar  blocking  the  river
mouth  is  washed  off  during  the  course  of  the  (Nor-

theast) monsoon  that  is  normally  active  between
October  and  November.  Thereafter  the  river  comes
under  tidal  influence  and  mudflats  and  sandbars  ap-

pear at  low  tide.
My  observations  indicate  that  the  Ringed  Plover

is  not  ail  that  uncommon  as  is  suggested  by  Ali  and
Ripley  (1983)  - to  quote:  “Straggler  or  very  rare
winter  visitor,  possibly  sometimes  confused  by  ob-

servers with  Little  Ringed  Plover,  and  in  immature
plumage  with  Lesser  Sand  Plover.  So  far  recorded
with  specimens  only  from  Gilgit  (1881,  GF9  : 359),
Sultanpur  near  Delhi  (1879,  SF  8 : 197)  and  Maidive
Islands  (1958,  JBNHS  60  : 571).  Authentically  sight-

Table  1
SUMMARY  OF  SIGHTINGS  OF  THE  RINGED  PLOVER  AT

THE  ADYAR  ESTUARY,  MADRAS  CITY

recorded:   Karachi   Harbour   (C.B.   Ticehurst,   Ibis
1923  : 655),  Jaffna  Peninsula,  Ceylon  (G.M.  Henry
1944,  Loris  3 : 132).”  Abdulali  and  Hussain  (1971)
have  recorded  this  species  in  February  1970  at  Mu-
thupet,   Thanjavur   District,   Tamil   Nadu.   Subse-

quently, I understand  that  the  Avifauna  project  has
also  come  across  this  species  at  Pt.  Calimere.  Howe-

ver, no  further  information  could  be  elicited  on  these
records.  It  would  be  interesting  to  compare  the  dates
of  arrival  and  frequency  of  sightings  of  the  Ringed
Plover  in  the  two  areas.

December   20,   1986.   V.   SANTHARAM
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13.   AN   HITHERTO   UNRECORDED   NESTING   SITE   OF   A  REDVENTED   BULBUL
PYCNONOTUS   CAFER   (LINNAEUS)

On  25th  July  1986, 1 noticed  a nest  of  a Redvented
Bulbul  in  an  unusual  habitat.  It  was  placed  on  a dried
Acacia  arabica  twig  which  was  lying  on  a thick  mat
of  floating  water  hyacinth  (. Eichhornia  eras sipes),  in
the  Manasarovar  area  of  the  Keoladeo  National
Park,  Bharatpur,  and  was  well  concealed  by  the
water  hyacinth.  The  water  hyacinth  was  about  72  cm
tall,  and  the  nest,  cup-shaped  and  made  of  dried
grass,  was  about  22  cm  above  the  water  level.  The
acacia  twig  acted  as  a base  of  support  to  the  nest,
around  which  it  was  wrapped.  On  the  day  it  was

found  it  contained  one  egg.  Another  was  added  the
following  day.  But  unfortunately  on  the  28th  the
eggs  were  missing,  probably  predated.

Considering  the  fact  that  as  a rule  Redvented
Bulbuls  build  their  nests  in  shrubs,  hedges  and  on
slender  branches  of  trees,  normally  at  heights  bet-

ween one  and  three  metres,  the  present  nesting  site
appears  unique.

September   26,   1986.   C.   NANJAPPA
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